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WELCOME TO THE 2020 CAREER SUCCESS CONFERENCE: THE POLYTECHNIC ADVANTAGE FROM THE CLASSROOM TO THE WORLD. CALIFORNIA STATE POLYTECHNIC UNIVERSITY, POMONA IS AN EXTRAORDINARY UNIVERSITY. STUDENTS FROM ALL WALKS OF LIFE HAVE EXPERIENCED THE POLYTECHNIC LEGACY THAT MAKES THIS INSTITUTION PROMINENT. THE CONFERENCE WILL SHOWCASE WHAT THE “POLYTECHNIC ADVANTAGE” MEANS IN RELATION TO CAREER READINESS AND GIVE YOU A REASON TO TAKE PRIDE IN YOUR UNIVERSITY.
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12:00 P.M. - 12:45 P.M.
REGISTRATION | LUNCH
BRONCO LEAD POSTER PRESENTATIONS

BRONCO LEAD PARTICIPANTS WILL DESCRIBE THEIR VIEW OF LEADERSHIP THROUGH THEIR PROJECT EXPERIENCES, AND THE LEADERSHIP VALUES THEY DEVELOPED THROUGH PARTICIPATION WITH THE BRONCO LEAD PROGRAM.

12:50 P.M. - 1:40 P.M.
“EMPLOYER PERSPECTIVES IN SEEKING POTENTIAL CANDIDATES”
(ALL MAJORS INCLUSIVE PRESENTATION)
MARGARET PAULIN - UNIVERSITY RELATIONS AND RECRUITING, LOCKHEED MARTIN

MARGARET HAS WORKED OVER 20+ YEARS IN VARIOUS UNIVERSITY RELATIONS AND RECRUITING POSITIONS AT NORTHROP GRUMMAN AND CONEXANT. DURING HER CAREER SHE HAS HAD THE OPPORTUNITY TO WORK WITH VARIOUS STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS, FACULTY AND CAMPUS PROGRAMS. MARGARET IS A FOUNDING MEMBER OF THE STUDENT LEADERSHIP WORKSHOP FOR STEM DIVERSITY ORGANIZATION AND IS AN ACTIVE MEMBER OF MOUNTAIN PACIFIC ASSOCIATION OF COLLEGES & EMPLOYERS, AND THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF COLLEGES & EMPLOYERS.

1:40 P.M. - 1:45 P.M.
INTERMISSION SNACKS & DRINKS

1:45 P.M. - 2:30 P.M.
INTERACTIVE WORKSHOP: INTERVIEW SUCCESS TIPS
CHERIE PETERS, CAREER COUNSELOR & LIASON TO THE COLLEGE OF BUSINESS

HAVE YOU INTERVIEWED LATELY? IF NOT, WE’LL PREPARE YOU WITH TIPS FOR SUCCESSFUL INTERVIEWS. LEARN THE SUCCESSFUL STEPS TO TAKE IN ANSWERING THE QUESTIONS AND GET THOSE JOB OFFERS!
2:30 P.M. – 3:00 P.M.
CAREER CENTER CLOTHES CLOSET DRESS FOR SUCCESS FASHION SHOW
FASHION SHOW MC:
DR. KOFFAJAH TOQUE-SLYUSAR, ED.D.

FASHION SHOW STYLIST:
ZAKIYA POOLE
ALEX GUZMAN
ANDREA LOPEZ
MORIAH MERKELBACH
DANIELLE NAGTLON

MODELS:
SARAH M. ALPUCHE
KATLIN I. MURRAY
SABRINA E. RODGERS
JRIELLE SULLIVAN-GILES
SAMUEL BALANDRAN
WILLIAM COLLINS
DANIEL EHRICH
FELIPE D. SALINAS HERNANDEZ

3:00 P.M. – 4:00 P.M.
CAL POLY POMONA DISTINGUISHED ALUMNI PANEL
PANEL MODERATOR: WALT ALLEN – URBAN PLANNING 75'

ALUMNI PANELIST:
RONALD QUANG – HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT 17'
DANNIELLE DENISE – APPAREL MANAGEMENT MERCHANDISE 13'
TIFFANY HARVEY, PSY.D. – CLASS 10'
CARLOS VELASCO – ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 01'
JOE LUCKEY – URBAN REGIONAL PLANNING 11'
DR. MARYbeth MURRAY – EDUCATIONAL LEADERSHIP 19'
CATHY NGUYEN, BS. PHARM D. – FOOD SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY 15'
HAGOP BOZAWGLIANIAN – COMPUTER SCIENCE 17'

MUSICAL PERFORMANCES FOR THE CONFERENCE & FASHION SHOW PROVIDED BY ALYSSA WALKER
WWW.ALYSSAWALKERMUSIC.COM
INSTAGRAM: ALYSSAWALKERMUSIC
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